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I. I NTRODUCTION
Many proposed chip multiprocessor (CMP) designs [1],
[2] feature shared on-chip cache(s) to reduce the number
of off-chip accesses and simplify coherence protocols. With
diminutive feature sizes making wire delay a critical bottleneck in achieving high performance, proposed shared caches
employ a Non-Uniform Cache Architecture (NUCA) design
that spreads data across cache banks that are connected
through an on-chip network [3], [4]. Fig. 1(a) shows a tiled
architecture for a CMP. Each tile contains a processor core
with private L1 cache, and one bank of the shared L2 cache.
Future CMPs are likely to be based on a similar design to
enable large numbers of processors and large on-chip caches
to be connected through emerging technologies such as 3D
stacking. Fig. 1(b) shows the mapping of a physical memory
address to banks in the L2 cache. The address space is blockcyclically mapped across the banks with a block size L.
The lowest log2 L bits represent the displacement within a
block mapped to a bank, and the next set of log2 P bits
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Abstract—With increasing numbers of cores, future CMPs
(Chip Multi-Processors) are likely to have a tiled architecture
with a portion of shared L2 cache on each tile and a bankinterleaved distribution of the address space. Although such
an organization is effective for avoiding access hot-spots, it
can cause a significant number of non-local L2 accesses for
many commonly occurring regular data access patterns. In this
paper we develop a compile-time framework for data locality
optimization via data layout transformation. Using a polyhedral
model, the program’s localizability is determined by analysis
of its index set and array reference functions, followed by
non-canonical data layout transformation to reduce non-local
accesses for localizable computations. Simulation-based results
on a 16-core 2D tiled CMP demonstrate the effectiveness of the
approach. The developed program transformation technique is
also useful in several other data layout transformation contexts.
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Figure 1. (a) Tiled CMP architecture. (b) Mapping a physical address to
a cache bank on a tiled CMP.

specify the bank number. The value of L depends on the
granularity of interleaving across the banks, which can range
from one cache line to an OS page. Cache line interleaving
has a number of benefits, including uniform distribution of
arrays across the banks, enabling high collective bandwidth
in accessing its elements and minimization of hot-spots.
Since bank interleaving at cache line granularity has been
used in most NUCA CMP designs, the evaluations in this paper assume cache-line interleaving. However the developed
approach is also applicable to coarser interleaving across
banks.
In this paper, we develop a compile-time data locality
optimization framework for bank-interleaved shared cache
systems. We first use a simple example to illustrate the opti-



mization issue and the proposed data layout transformation
approach.
while (condition)
for (i = 1; i <
B[i] = A[i-1]
for (i = 1; i <
A[i] = B[i];



 

  

  



 
 





{
N-1; i++)
+ A[i] + A[i+1]; //stmt S1
N-1; i++)
//stmt S2 }



 














  

  

 
 


























(a) Sequential 1D Jacobi code.
Compute(int threadID) {
processor_bind(threadID);
NB = ceiling(N / (P * L)) * L;
while (condition) {
for (i = threadID*NB; i < min(N,(threadID+1)*NB);i++){
B[index(i)] = A[index(i-1)] + A[index(i)]
+ A[index(i+1)];}
Barrier();
for (i = threadID*NB; i < min(N,(threadID+1)*NB);i++){
A[index(i)] = B[index(i)]; }
Barrier();}
}


 
  

  

 
  

  

 
  
 
   

  
   

 

 
  

  

 
  

  

 
  

   

  
   

 









(b) Parallel 1D Jacobi code with non-canonical data layouts.

Figure 2.

1D Jacobi code.

Consider the code in Fig. 2(a), for 1-D Jacobi iteration. In
statement S1 of the code, iteration i accesses A[i − 1], A[i],
and A[i+1]. Completely localized bank access is impossible
with this code for any load-balanced mapping of iterations
to processors. For ease of explanation, we assume that the
array size N is a large power of two. Assuming there are four
processors on a tiled CMP and L = 2 is the cache line size
in elements, there are many ways of partitioning the iteration
space to parallelize this program. Consider the following two
mapping schemes with one thread on each processor: (1)
based on the owner-computes rule, each thread is responsible
for computing the data elements mapped to its local bank
— this corresponds to OpenMP’s static scheduling with a
chunk size of L; (2) the iteration space is divided evenly
into four contiguous partitions and they are assigned to the
processors in order — this corresponds to OpenMP’s default
static scheduling. Note that aligning the base addresses of A
and B is important since A[i] and B[i] are always referenced
together. Assume that the origins of A and B are both
aligned to bank 0’s boundary. Fig. 3(a) shows the data
communication needed between different processors when
the computation is partitioned using mapping (1). In order
to compute B’s elements in a cache line, the corresponding
cache line of A, as well as the previous and next cache line
are required. (for the A[i-1] reference for the lowest iteration
in the block and A[i+1] reference for the highest iteration in
the block). With two cache lines of A being remote, the total
inter-bank communication volume in every outer iteration
is roughly 2N . For mapping (2), if we keep the original
layout of each array, most data accesses by each processor
are remote. Furthermore, such remote communications can
be across the entire chip instead of only among neighboring
tiles. However, it is possible to rearrange the data layout
in order to significantly enhance locality of access and
maintain affinity between computation and data. This is
shown in Fig. 3(b). As illustrated, there are only six remote



Figure 3.





Parallelizing a 1D Jacobi program on a 4-tile CMP.

accesses in every outer iteration. Fig. 2(b) shows an outline
of the threaded parallel code with such non-canonical data
layouts. A non-linear indexing function is used to map each
array index to its memory location. Index calculation with
such a function can be highly optimized as discussed in
Sec. IV. The code also binds each thread to its corresponding
processor to maintain processor / data affinity.
The basic problem illustrated by this example is a mismatch between the fundamental data affinity relationships
inherent to the algorithm and the locality characteristics
imposed by the hardware bank-mapping. The nature of the
Jacobi computation is that each data element of the 1D
array A has affinity with its immediate neighbors, since they
are operands in common arithmetic operations. Thus data
locality can be optimized by grouping a set of contiguous
elements of A on a processor, along with mapping the
operations that access the elements. However, this is at
odds with the block-cyclic bank mapping imposed by the
hardware which maps successive cache lines to distinct
banks in order to minimize hot spots. The solution is to
perform a suitable data layout transformation so that data
elements with strong affinity to each other get mapped to the
same processor’s bank under the imposed hardware mapping
scheme.
The paper develops a general framework for integrated
data layout transformation and loop transformations for
enhancing data locality on NUCA CMP’s. While the direct
focus of the paper’s presentation is to detail the compilation
framework for this target, the basic approach has much
broader applicability that is the subject of ongoing work effective vectorization for short SIMD architectures, domain-

specific language and compiler for stencil computations, and
a compiler for linear algebra with recursive arrays [5].
Our framework uses the polyhedral model of compilation.
The polyhedral model provides a powerful abstraction to
reason about transformations on collections of loop nests by
viewing a dynamic instance (iteration) of each statement as
an integer point in a well-defined space called the statement’s
polyhedron. With the polyhedral model, it is possible to
reason about the correctness of complex loop transformations using powerful machinery from linear algebra and
integer linear programming. A significant advantage of using
a polyhedral compiler framework is that imperfectly nested
loops are very cleanly handled as are compositions of
loop and data transforms. Although the foundational ideas
for polyhedral compilation were developed in the early
nineties [6], [7], [8], it was generally considered to be too
expensive for practical use. However a number of recent
developments [9], [10], [11], [12] have demonstrated the
practical effectiveness of the approach. Now at least two
commercial compilers are known to incorporate polyhedral
analyses; the latest release of GCC [13] also includes it.
The approach we develop has two main steps. First, an
affinity characterization of the data arrays is carried out using
a “localization” analysis. In this step an affine mapping of
iteration spaces and data spaces onto a logical 1D target
space is sought such that no iteration accesses any data
that is beyond a bounded distance in the target space. If
such an affine mapping exists, our analysis is guaranteed
to find it. The existence of such a mapping implies that
the computation is localizable, i.e. data affinities among the
elements of arrays are constrained to be close by along
some dimension of the array. Consequently, a mapping of
iterations to processors along with a suitably transformed
data layout is feasible that will result in enhanced data
locality.
The localization analysis identifies dimensions of data
arrays that are to be layout-transformed. A key issue is that
of efficient code generation that indexes into the transformed
arrays. This is done by using CLooG [10]. A straightforward
use of CLooG results in very inefficient code with significant
indexing overhead in the innermost loops. Efficient code is
generated by differentiating the “bulk” scenario from the
“boundary” case via linear constraints; the former region is
traversed without expensive indexing calculations, which are
only needed for the smaller boundary regions.
The paper makes the following contributions:
• It develops an approach for automatic data layout
transformation to enhance data locality on emerging
NUCA architectures.
• It develops an effective code generation framework that
can be adapted for an important class of data layout
transformations, including those to enhance vectorization of stencil codes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
present the framework that characterizes data affinity via
data localization analysis in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we describe

the affinity characterization is used to determine data layout
transformations. The key challenge of efficient code generation to access the layout-transformed data is addressed in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V, using several benchmarks we evaluate
the effectiveness of our approach with an architecture simulator We discuss related work in Sec. VI and present our
conclusions in Sec. VII.
II. L OCALIZATION A NALYSIS
This section describes the procedure for localization
analysis. We begin by providing some background, using
notation similar to that used by Griebl [14].
A. Polyhedral Framework for Program Transformation
A d-dimensional function f of n variables x1 , x2 , . . . , xn
is affine if and only if f (x) = Mf x + c, where x =
T

x1 . . . xn
, Mf ∈ Rd×n and c ∈ Rd×1 . An affine
function f can be expressed in a linear form by introducing
a special constant parameter “1”: f (x ) = Mf x , where
T

and Mf = [Mf c].
x = x1 . . . xn 1
A hyperplane is a (d − 1)-dimensional affine subspace of
a d-dimensional space and can be represented by an affine
equality M x+c = 0. A halfspace consists of all points of the
d-dimensional space which are on one side of a hyperplane,
including the hyperplane. A halfspace can be represented
by an affine inequality M x + c ≥ 0. A polyhedron is the
intersection of a finite number of halfspaces. A polytope is
a bounded polyhedron.
The bounds of the loops surrounding a statement S are
expressed as a system of linear inequalities that form a
polytope, represented as DS (i) ≥ 0, where i includes
the iteration vector and all structure parameters. An array
access in statement S to array A is denoted FS,A (i). Data
dependences are described using h-transformations. An htransformation is an affine function that takes a destination statement instance and gives the source statement instance [6]. Note that we are using value-based dependences.
The domain of the function is denoted explicitly as a
polytope Pe (i) ≥ 0.
We are interested in a computation allocation πS that
is an affine function mapping every dynamic instance of
a statement S to an integer vector that represents a virtual
processor. πS must satisfy the constraints imposed by loop
bounds and data dependences. Similar to computation allocation, a data mapping ψA maps every array element to a
virtual processor.
The problems of finding πS and ψA are often formalized
as optimization problems. However, such optimization problems are not affine because coefficients in πS or ψA and the
iteration vector are all unknowns. Farkas Lemma [6] is used
in such cases for quantifier elimination. This lemma states
how such a system of affine inequalities with quantifiers can
be transformed to a system of affine equalities by adding
non-negative variables, referred to as Farkas multipliers.
After such transformations πS and ψA can be determined
by using a linear programming solver.

B. Localization Constraints
We define a program as localizable if there exists a
computation mapping and a data mapping to a target 1dimensional space such that the data required by any iteration instance is mapped in a bounded neighborhood in
the target space. The existence of such a mapping enables
suitable layout transformation to enhance locality and reduce
the total amount of non-local data accesses. The localizability constraints for computation allocation are formalized as
follows.
Definition 1: (Localized computation allocation / data
mapping) For a program P , let D be its index set, computation allocation π and data mapping ψ for P are localized
if and only if for any array A, and any reference FS,A ,
∀i, DS (i) ≥ 0 =⇒ |πS (i) − ψA (FS,A (i))| ≤ q, where q
is a constant.
As a special case, communication-free localization can
be achieved if and only if for any array A and any array
reference FS,A in a statement S, computation allocation π
and data mapping ψ satisfy ψA (FS,A (i)) = πS (i).
C. Localization Analysis Algorithm
The localization analysis based on the above discussion
consists of the following steps, as described in Algorithm 1.
Step 1: Grouping Interrelated Statements/Arrays We
determine connected sets of statements in an input program.
We form a bipartite graph where each vertex corresponds to
a statement or an array, and edges connect each statement
vertex to all arrays referenced in that statement. We then find
the connected components in the bipartite graph. The statements in each connected component form an equivalence
class.
Step 2: Finding Localized Computation Mapping Following Def. 1, we formulate the problem as finding an affine
computation allocation π and an affine data mapping ψ that
satisfy |πS (i) − ψA (FS,A (i))| ≤ q for every array reference
FS,A . The π function identifies a parallel space dimension in
the iteration space of each statement. Therefore a system of
such inequalities is formed as constraints for all statements
and array references.
Note that the equation in Def. 1 is not affine due to the
quantifier. We need to first rewrite each constraint as
(1)
∀i, DS (i) ≥ 0 =⇒ πS (i) − ψA (FS,A (i)) + q ≥ 0;
∀i, DS (i) ≥ 0 =⇒ −πS (i) + ψA (FS,A (i)) + q ≥ 0, (2)
For simplicity of presentation, we refer to πS (i) −
ψA (FS,A (i)) + q and −πS (i) + ψA (FS,A (i)) + q as f1 (i)
and f2 (i) respectively.
We apply Farkas Lemma to transform the above constraints to affine equalities by introducing Farkas multipliers.
Take the equation in (1) as an example. With Farkas Lemma,


we have ∀i, D
S (i) ≥ 0 =⇒ f1 (i) ≥ 0 if and only if


f1 (i) ≡ λ0 + k λk (ak i + bk ) with λk ≥ 0, where affine
inequalities aki + bk ≥ 0 define DS , and λk are the Farkas

multipliers. Therefore we have the following:
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Eq.( 3) holds for all i,
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where f1 (i) = Mf 1

We apply Fourier-Motzkin elimination to Eq. (4) to remove
all the Farkas multipliers and obtain a new set of inequalities.
The whole procedure is also applied to the equation in (2)
to obtain another set of inequalities. These two sets together
form the inequalities that constrain the coefficients of π and
ψ.
In order to minimize potential communication, the system
of generated inequalities is solved as an integer programming problem. min(q) is used as the objective function
to minimize the communication overhead. If such a q is
identified, we find localized computation allocation and data
mapping. As a special case, if q is determined to be 0,
the computation is identified to have communication-free
computation localization. If a non-zero q is determined as
the minimal solution, the program is not communicationfree but is localizable. If a solution is not obtained by the
above steps, the program is identified as non-localizable.
Algorithm 1 Localization analysis algorithm
Require: Array access functions after indices are rewritten to
access byte arrays
1: C = ∅
2: for each array reference FS,A do
3:
Obtain new constraints: πS (i) − ψA (FS,A (i)) + q ≥ 0 and
ψA (FS,A (i)) − πS (i) + q ≥ 0 under i ∈ DS .
4:
Apply Farkas Lemma to new constraints to obtain linear
constraints; eliminate all Farkas multipliers
5:
Add linear inequalities from the previous step into C
6: end for
7: Add objective function (min q)
8: Solve the resulting linear programming problem with constraints in C
9: if ψ and π are found then
10:
return π, ψ, and q
11: end if
12: return “not localizable”

Partial Localization We also consider partial localization. If localized π and ψ cannot be found, we attempt to
find partial localization by removing constraints on small
arrays with high reuse. Then we recompute π and ψ, seeking
localization with the reduced constraints — localization of
small arrays being ignored in the expectation that temporal
locality may be exploited via registers or in the private L1
caches.
As an example of partial localization, code to compute
matrix-vector multiplication is shown in Fig. 4. There are
two sets of data dependences between instances (i, j) and
(i , j  ) of statement 2: (1) output dependence on array C:

for (i =
C[i] =
for (j
C[i]

0; i < N; i++) {
0; //stmt 1
= 0; j < N; j++)
= C[i]+A[i][j]*B[j] //stmt 2 }

Figure 4.

Matrix-vector multiplication code.

i − i = 0, j − j  ≥ 1, and (2) input dependence on array
B: i − i ≥ 1, j − j  = 0. No localizable mapping exists
for all three arrays when considering both dependences. To
overcome this problem we remove constraints on array B
because B’s reuse is asymptotically higher than A’s and its
size is asymptotically smaller. We are then able to obtain
π1 (i, j) = i, π2 (i, j) = i, ψA (i, j) = i and ψC (i) = i that
are communication-free regarding arrays A and C.
III. DATA L AYOUT T RANSFORMATION
In this section, we develop the approach to data layout
transformation for arrays identified by the localization analysis framework.
As discussed in the previous section, in our implementation the linear programming solver finds a lexicographically
minimum solution. We consider data mappings of the form
 = sA dk + oﬀ , where sA and oﬀ are small
ψA (d)
A
A
integers, specifying A’s distribution stride and offset along its
kth dimension. While our localization analysis framework is
general and our code generation framework can be extended
to handle more complicated programs such as those having
skewed data mapping ψ(d1 , d2 ) = d1 + d2 , in the rest of
the paper we focus on the above common cases. For these
programs, each array not removed by partial localization has
exactly one data dimension that corresponds to a surrounding
parallel loop in the generated code. When such a program
is determined to be localizable, we decide each array’s data
layout to minimize on-chip communication as follows.
In a connected component of a bipartite graph representing a program, if we find communication-free localization
where all arrays share the same stride along their fastest
varying dimensions, we use the canonical data layout for
each array as the computation can be arranged such that
each processor core only accesses local data. Otherwise we
employ non-canonical data layouts to avoid on-chip communication based on the following analysis. If a program is
determined to be localizable but not communication-free,
we obtain a small positive q that indicates the maximum
difference in the target space, of the affine mappings of any
iteration and any data element that it accesses. This means
that the maximum distance of separation is 2∗s along dk for
any pair of array elements that are accessed by any common
statement iteration instance. This implies that by partitioning
the array elements into P contiguous groups along dk and
by similarly grouping the corresponding accessor iterations,
excellent data locality could be achieved if the array were
block-distributed along dk among the P processors. But the
NUCA architecture we assume uses a round-robin bankmapping of cache lines. Since consecutive cache lines are
mapped to different banks, in order to have two cache lines
of consecutive data mapped to the same bank, we need to
keep them at a distance of P L in virtual memory, where L is

the cache line size and P is the number of processor cores.
The 1D Jacobi code in Fig. 2 demonstrates such an example.
The program is localizable but not communication-free with
q = 1, π(i) = i and ψ(i) = i. As shown in 3, the noncanonical data layout mentioned above eliminates most onchip communication. When the program is communicationfree but array mappings do not shared the same stride,
we can follow the same approach to avoiding on-chip
communication with the non-canonical layout.
The non-canonical layout discussed above can be viewed
as the combination of a set of data layout transformations,
including strip-mining, permutation and padding. Similar
layout transformations have been used by previous studies [15], [16], [17] to avoid conflict misses or reduce false
sharing. However, we are unaware of any prior work that has
developed a general source-to-source code transformation
algorithm to automatically convert the original code addressing canonical arrays into efficient code indexing layouttransformed arrays. In the next section, we develop such a
framework.
Strip-mining Strip-mining is analogous to loop tiling in
the iteration space. After strip-mining, an array dimension
N is divided into two virtual dimensions ( Nd , d) and an
array reference [...][i][...] becomes [...][ di ][i mod d][...]. Note
that strip-mining does not change an array’s actual layout
but instead creates a different logical view of the array with
increased dimensionality. As mentioned above, on a tiled
CMP, a canonical view does not provide any information
about an array element’s placement. By strip-mining the
fastest varying dimension we have an additional dimension
representing data placement. For example, assuming that
a one-dimensional array A(N ) with canonical layout is
aligned to the boundary of bank 0, after strip-mining this array twice, there is a three-dimensional array A ( PNL , P, L)
where L is the L2 cache line size and P is the number of
tiles. With this three-dimensional view, we can decide an
array element’s home tile by examining its second fastest
varying dimension.
Permutation
Array permutation is analogous
to loop permutation in the iteration space. After
permutation, an array A(..., N1 , ..., N2 , ...) is transformed
to A (..., N2 , ..., N1 , ...) and an array reference
A[...][i1 ][...][i2 ][...] becomes A [...][i2 ][...][i1 ][...]. Combined
with strip-mining, permutation changes an array’s actual
layout in the memory space. Fig. 5 shows how onedimensional array A in the 1D Jacobi example in Fig. 2
is transformed with strip-mining and permutation to group
consecutive data, where consecutive caches in the array
are separate at a distance of P L in the memory. Fig. 5(a)
shows the default data layout through strip-mining, where
an element A[i] is mapped to tile ip = i/L mod P . In
order to realize consecutive data grouping, we can first
strip-mine array A(N) so we have A ( PNL , P, L) and then
we have array reference A[i] rewritten as A [ip ][ic ][iL ]. As
shown in Fig. 5(b), by permuting the first two dimensions
of A , we obtain a new array A and we are able to map
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Figure 5.
A one-dimensional example of data transformations. (a)
Canonical layout after strip-mining. (b) Non-canonical layout after stripmining and permutation.

A [ip ][ic ][iL ](i.e., A [ic ][ip ][iL ]) to tile ip such that block
distribution of A is achieved.
Padding
To enforce data mapping, array padding is
employed in two different ways. First, keeping the base
addresses of arrays aligned to a tile specified by the data
mapping function can be viewed as inter-array padding.
In our implementation, we use compiler directives such as
attribute in GNU C to control an array’s base address.
Second, intra-array padding aligns elements inside an array
with “holes” in order to make a strip-mined dimension
divisible by its sub-dimensions. In the 1D Jacobi example,
if N is not a multiple of P L in Fig. 5, we pad N to
N  = PNL · P · L and N  − N elements are unused in
the computation.
In summary, we choose the data layout for each array in
a localizable program and map array indices as follows.
•

•

If we find communication-free localization where all
arrays share the same stride along their fastest varying
dimensions, canonical data layout is employed.
Otherwise we follow localization analysis results to
create a blocked view of n-dimensional array A along
dimension k. When k = 1 which is the fastestvarying dimension, necessary data layout transformations have been discussed in the above 1D Jacobi
example. We have a function σ that maps the original
array index to the index with the non-canonical layout.
Here σ(in , in−1 , ..., i2 , i1 ) = (in , in−1 , ..., i2 , i1 mod
(N1 /P ))/L, i1 /(N1 /P ), i1 mod L). When k > 1, the
distributed dimension and the fastest varying dimension
are strip-mined to add processor and cache line offset
dimensions respectively. Padding is needed if P  Nk or
L  N1 . Finally an index permutation is applied to the
processor and the second fastest-varying dimensions.
We have σ(in , ..., ik , ..., i1 ) = (in , ..., i1 /L, ik mod
(Nk /P )..., i2 , ik /(Nk /P ), i1 mod L).
IV. C ODE G ENERATION

As discussed above, data layout transformation on arrays
can be expressed as a one-to-one mapping σ from the current

n-dimensional index domain to the transformed (n + 2)dimensional index domain. A straightforward approach to
code generation would be to substitute every array reference
A[u(i))] with A [σ(u(i))] where A is the transformed array,
and to generate the code satisfying the given schedule
by using the state-of-the-art code generation methods [9].
Unfortunately such a method would produce very inefficient
programs as σ involves expensive expressions with integer
divisions and modulos that are computed for every array
reference.
The method proposed here is to iterate directly in the
data space of the transformed array, so that array references
are addressed directly by the iteration vector and therefore
no longer involve expensive integer expressions. The usual
way to generate code in the polyhedral model is to specify
for each assignment an iteration domain D and an (affine)
scheduling function that gives the execution date for each
iteration i in D. Several approaches have been devoted to
generate efficient code including the Quilleré-RajopadhyeWilde algorithm [9] which is implemented in the state-ofthe-art tool CLooG [10]. The approach described hereafter
follows this general methodology.
Given an assignment with uniform references B[u0 (i)] =
f (A[u1 (i)], ..., A[un (i)]), whose iteration domain is D, one
can write a new domain D = {(i, j0 , ..., jn ), i ∈ D, j0 =
σ(u0 (i)), . . . , jn = σ(un (i))}, and generate the code for the
schedule provided by the previous step, expressed in terms
of a given j .
Even though σ involves non-affine expressions with integer division and modulos, it is possible to express each
constraint jk = σ(uk (i)) with affine constraints by using
the definition of integer division. However, this method
can generate a significant number of intermediate variables,
leading to a code blow-up. We avoid this problem by using
the fact that the inverse of σ is (here) always affine, and
to replace each constraint jk = σ(uk (i)) by σ −1 (jk ) =
uk (i), jk ∈ T (σ) where T (σ) is the target domain of σ. This
way, no intermediate variables will be needed to describe D .
For 1-D Jacobi, original code for the first statement is:
B[i] = A[i − 1] + A[i] + A[i + 1]. With data layout transformation σ(i) = (i , p, l), the transformed code is given by:
B  [i ][p][l] = A [i− ][p− ][l− ] + A [i ][p][l] + A [i+ ][p+ ][l+ ]
where A and B  are the transformed versions of A and B,
respectively. In addition, here σ(i − 1) = (i− , p− , l− ) and
σ(i + 1) = (i+ , p+ , l+ ).
If we compute σ, one would generate a loop nest with
counters t, p, i and l containing assignments defining
the remaining variables in terms of (i , p, l) (j ), asserting
that (i− , p− , l− ) = σ(σ −1 (i , p, l) − 1) and (i+ , p+ , l+ ) =
σ(σ −1 (i , p, l) + 1). These expressions involve integer divisions and modulos and must be computed at every iteration,
leading to an expensive code.
To bypass this issue, we identify an affine relation between
the (transformed) array references. As we apply data layout
transformations which are always simple affine expressions
followed by an integer division, or a modulo by a constant,

this can be achieved by using simple recipes on integer
division and modulo. Indeed, when u << N , one can
remark that (i − u)/N is often equal to i/N , and that
(i − u) mod N is often equal to i mod N − u. Applying
these recipes to every jk = σ(uk (i)), we obtain a collection
of affine relations (jk = αk j + βk , 0 ≤ k ≤ n) that
characterize a class of execution instances of the assignment
whose generic instance is drastically simplified, B  [α0 .j +
β0 ] = f (A [α1 .j + β1 ], ..., A [j ], ..., A [αn .j + βn ]), and
corresponds to a form of steady state of the computation in
the iterations space.
Assume that we have computed σ(i) = (i , p, l) using integer division and modulo operations. Using the observation
mentioned above, σ(i − 1) = (i− , p− , l− ) is often equal
to σ(i) − (0, 0, 1) = (i , p, l) − (0, 0, 1). In the same way,
σ(i + 1) = (i+ , p+ , l+ ) is often equal to σ(i) + (0, 0, 1) =
(i , p, l) + (0, 0, 1). The affine relations that often occur are:
(i− , p− , l− ) = (i , p, l) − (0, 0, 1) ∧ (i+ , p+ , l+ ) = (i , p, l) + (0, 0, 1)

We separate the domain D into two sub-domains referred
to as Dsteady and Dboundary ; the affine relations mentioned
above (between σ(i) and σ(i − 1), and between σ(i) and
σ(i + 1)) hold everywhere in Dsteady . For many codes of
interest Dsteady is much larger than Dboundary . Therefore,
the code generated for Dsteady avoids expensive integer
computations. We generate code for the two domains:
Dsteady = {(i, j0 , . . . , jn ), i ∈ D, σ−1 (j0 ) = u0 (i), . . . , σ−1 (jn ) =
un (i), j0 = α0 j + β0 , . . . , jn = αn j + βn }
Dboundary = D  − Dsteady

with the same schedule as given above. The second domain
allows us to scan the remaining, non-steady instances that
corresponds to boundary conditions. As our generated code
contains explicit parallel loops going over processor dimension p, we map each iteration of the p loop to a distinct
physical processor to obtain parallel code.
V. E VALUATION
Simulation Environment We simulated a 16-core tiled
CMP with the Virtutech Simics full-system simulator [18]
extended with timing infrastructure GEMS [19]. Each tile
was a 4GHz 4-way in-order SPARC processor core, with
64KB split L1 instruction and data caches, a 512KB L2
bank and a router. An on-die 4 × 4 mesh connected the tiles,
with 16GB one-way bandwidth per link. Cut-through routing
was used in this packet-switched network. The latency on
each link was modeled as 5 cycles. We had 4GB physical
memory in our simulation configuration, which is larger
than the memory requirement of any benchmark we used.
DRAM access latency was modeled as 80ns and eight
DRAM controllers were placed on the edge of the chip. The
simulated hardware configuration is summarized in Table I.
The coherence protocol we simulated is very close to
the STATIC-BANK-DIR protocol in [20]. We adopted a
similar implementation from GEMS 1.4 and made a few
changes for our experiments. With this protocol, a directory
is distributed across all the tiles as shown in Fig. 1(b) such
that each physical address has an implicit home tile. While

our approach is not limited to this bank mapping scheme,
the simulated coherence protocol interleaves cache lines.
Benchmark Suite While our approach can be applied
in combination with program parallelization, we evaluated
our approach with a set of data-parallel benchmarks as
finding parallelism is not the focus of this paper. The
selected benchmarks are described in Table II. Several of
the benchmarks were taken from [21]. Iterative benchmarks,
such as Skeleton, were set to execute 15 iterations.
Experimental Results We implemented the localization
analysis framework by taking information (index set and
array access functions) from LooPo’s [23] dependence tester
and generating statement-wise affine transformations. After
localization analysis, the parallel code is generated by a tool
based on CLooG, as presented in Sec. IV. We compiled
generated C programs with GCC 4.0.4 using the “-O3”
optimizing flag on a Sun SPARC Enterprise T5120 server. In
order to verify the correctness of applied transformations, we
wrote a validation procedure for every generated program,
to compare with the result of a sequential implementation
using canonical array layout. In our current implementation,
we padded array elements to powers of two in bytes. For
example, in Demosaic we used the RGBA format instead
of the RGB format. An alternative solution to this problem
is to have structures of arrays (SOA) instead of arrays of
structures (AOS).
Table III summarizes the localization analysis results for
the benchmarks. For each benchmarks examined, there exists
at least a computation allocation and a data mapping that
partially localize data accesses.
In order to assess the impact of computation allocation
and data layout transformation, for each benchmark we
generated two versions of parallel code:
1) We divided the iteration space of each statement into
P chunks along the outermost parallel loop and used
canonical data layout. This version corresponds to
the code generated by the state-of-the-art production
compilers for data-parallel languages. This version is
referred to as canon.
2) Following the proposed localization analysis and code
generation framework, we generated parallel code that
uses non-canonical data layout with padding, stripmining and permutation. This version is referred to
as noncanon.
Benchmark Communication
Fully
Partially q
free?
localizable? localizable?
Sum
Yes
0
Mv
No
No
Yes
0
Demosaic
No
Yes
2
Convolve
No
No
Yes
2
Life
No
Yes
1
2D Jacobi
No
Yes
1
Skeleton
No
Yes
2
Table III
L OCALIZATION ANALYSIS RESULTS OF THE BENCHMARKS

Fig. 6 shows normalized remote L2 cache access numbers

Processor
16 4-way, 4GHz in-order SPARC cores
L1 cache
private, 64KB I/D cache, 4-way, 64-byte line, 2-cycle access latency
L2 cache
shared, 8MB unified cache, 8-way, 64-byte line, 8-cycle access latency
Memory
4GB, 320-cycle (80ns) latency, 8 controllers
On-chip network
4x4 mesh, 5-cycle per-link latency, 16GB/s bandwidth per link
Table I
S IMULATION CONFIGURATION
Benchmark
Description
Sum
Compute the sum of two 1000x1000 32-bit floating-point matrices.
Mv
Compute matrix-vector product between a 1000x1000 matrix and a vector.
Demosaic
Compute an RGB image from a 1000x1000 pixel Bayer pattern, more details in [21].
Convolve
Convolve a 1000x1000 monochromatic image with 5x5 Gaussian filter.
Life
Compute Conway’s “Game of Life” on a 1000x1000 grid, more details in [21].
1D Jacobi
1D Jacobi computation with an iterative loop.
2D Jacobi
2D Jacobi computation with an iterative loop.
Skeleton Compute the shape skeleton of a 2D object that is represented as non-zero pixels, used as an example in [22].
Table II
A DATA - PARALLEL BENCHMARK SUITE USED IN EVALUATION
1.2

compared to canon that uses canonical data layout. As illustrated in Fig. 6, code generated by the proposed framework
significantly reduces the number of remote accesses. On
average, with noncanon the number of remote L2 accesses
is only 49% of that with canon. For iterative benchmarks
including Life, 1D Jacobi, 2D Jacobi and Skeleton, this
improvement is more significant, up to 0.039 compared with
canon. This is because these benchmarks have most of their
working sets staying in the L2 cache across iterations and
benefit from greatly reduced L2 miss latencies.
Fig. 7 shows normalized on-chip network link utilization.
On average, on-chip network traffic is reduced by 81.8%
from canon. The most significant link utilization reduction is
with Skeleton. The Skeleton code using non-canonical data
layout only results in 2.39% of link utilization by the code
using canonical layout. The above results have implications
beyond performance. Power has become a first-order issue in
chip design. Research has shown that the on-chip interconnect contributes to up to 50% of total power consumption of
a chip [24]. Several hardware/software approaches have been
proposed to reduce the energy consumption from the on-chip
network. [25], [26], [27] Link utilization reduction illustrated
in Fig. 7 essentially translates to reduction in dynamic power
dissipation over the on-chip network.
Fig. 8 shows speedups relative to canon. We can observe
significant performance improvements with our approach.
The average speedup in our experiments is 1.64. The best
speedup achieved is 2.83 with 1D Jacobi, which also has the
most significant remote L2 access reduction.
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Life
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Figure 6.
Normalized remote L2 cache access numbers with
#remoteAccesses(canon) = 1.
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Figure 7.
Normalized link utilization of on-chip network with
utilization(canon) = 1
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VI. R ELATED W ORK
There has been a large body of prior work addressing the problem of avoiding remote memory accesses on
NUMA/DSM systems, such as [28], [29]. Although our
work is related in spirit, it significantly differs from prior
work in two aspects. (i) NUCA architectures pose a very different performance issue than NUMA machines. In NUCA
architectures, data with contiguous addresses are spread
across L2 cache banks at a fine granularity by a static

0.5
0
Sum

Figure 8.

Mv

Demosaic Convolve

Life

1D Jacobi 2D Jacobi Skeleton

Speedup relative to code version canon.

bank mapping function. Dynamic migration of cache lines
between banks is not feasible due to its complexity and
power consumption. In contrast, NUMA systems allocate

memory at the page level by following the “first touch”
rule or providing dynamic page allocation through software.
This allows the programmer to control data distribution with
canonical row-major or column-major layouts. (ii) To the
best of our knowledge, none of the works provide a characterization as to when it is possible to achieve localizable
computation allocation and data mapping.
There has been prior work attempting to use data layout
optimizations to improve spatial locality in programs. Leung
and Zahorjan [30] were the first to demonstrate cases where
loop transformations fail and data transformations are useful.
O’Boyle and Knijnenburg [31] presented techniques for
generating efficient code for several layout optimizations
such as linear transformations, memory layouts, alignment
of arrays to page boundaries, and page replication. Kandemir
et al. [32] presented a hyperplane representation of memory
layouts of multi-dimensional arrays and show how to use this
representation to derive very general data transformations for
a single perfectly-nested loop. In the absence of dynamic
data layouts, the layout of an array has an impact on the
spatial locality characteristic of all the loop nests in the
program which access the array. As a result, Kandemir et
al. [33], [34], [32] and Leung and Zahorjan [30] presented
a global approach to this problem; of these, [33] considered
dynamic layouts. The motivating context and our approach
to solution are fundamentally different from the above
efforts.
Chatterjee et al. [35] presented a framework to determine
array alignments in data-parallel languages such as HPF.
While seemingly similar, the problem we address arises
from the bank mapping imposed by the architecture and our
approach to code transformation for non-canonical layouts
is very different. Barua et al. [36] proposed to interleave
consecutive array elements in a round-robin manner across
the memory banks of the RAW processor. An optimization
called modulo unrolling is applied to unroll loops in order
to increase memory parallelism. Extending the approach by
Barua et al. [36], So et al. [37] proposed to use custom
data layouts to improve memory parallelism of FPGA-based
platforms.
Rivera and Tseng [16] presented data padding techniques
to avoid conflict misses. Within a different context, inter- and
intra-array padding are employed by us to group elements
into the same cache bank.
Chatterjee et al. [38], [39], [40] studied non-canonical
data layouts such as 4D layout and different Morton layouts
in matrix computations. The key idea is preserving locality
from a 2D data space in the linear memory space. Although
also employing non-canonical data layouts, our study differs
from the above research in several aspects. The mismatch
between data and memory space in our study is due to the
banked cache organization so we may separate contiguous
data in the memory space. Our focus on automatic code
generation for general affine programs is very different from
the above works.
Anderson et al. [15] employed non-canonical data layouts

in compiling programs on shared-memory machines. Our
work is related to theirs in that we also strip-mine array
dimensions and then apply permutations. To avoid conflict
misses and false sharing, the approach by Anderson et
al. [15] maps data accessed by a processor to contiguous
memory locations. In comparison, our approach attempts
to spread data such that they are mapped to the same
cache bank. Our data layout transformation approach shares
some similarities with their approach, but our localization
analysis and code generation framework using CLooG are
very different.
Lim and Lam [41], [42] previously developed a formulation for near-neighbor communication; that formulation does
not apply here nor can its adaptation be reused. This is due
to its being a set-and-test approach that gives solutions only
when neighbors within a fixed distance (independent of any
parameters) can be found. In particular, the constraint is
formulated as φ(i) − φ(i ) ≤ γ, where γ is a constant. The
approach does not address the following: (i) what is the value
to be used for γ?; (ii) how is γ varied when a solution is
not found for a fixed γ; and (iii) how can the non-existence
of any solution with such a constant γ (when the difference
cannot be free of program parameters) be detected. Detecting
the latter case is essential for feasibility of localization itself.
Our approach solves all of these problems.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
Future chip multiprocessors will likely be based on a tiled
architecture with a large shared L2 cache. The increasing
wire delay makes data locality exploitation an important
problem and it has been addressed by many hardware
proposals. In this paper, we developed a compile-time framework for data layout transformation to localize L2 cache accesses using a polyhedral model for program transformation
and code generation using CLooG. Significant improvements
were demonstrated on a set of data-parallel benchmarks on
a simulated 16-core chip-multiprocessor.
We believe that the approach developed in this paper
provides the most general treatment to date of code generation for data layout transformation – analysis of data access
affinities and automated generation of efficient code for the
transformed layout. Programs with multiple statements in
imperfectly nested loops are handled, as well as multiple
arrays with different affine indexing functions. An application of the approach to layout transformation and code
generation is currently targeting enhanced vectorization of
stencil computations.
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